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as well as being the key that makes the flood and the flood-infected inactive, the index is also used as a general storage device. halo 3s chief grunt collects items from around the
galaxy on his mission to collect the indexes. he is also shown stealing an index when he steals a box of them from a salvage table, and is seen selling them on the black market.

halo 4s chief mendez can hold three indexes in his hand. when she goes to search for the covenant's data on installation 07, she uses one of the indexes to restore the same
backup data as she had on the installation 04. to save the galaxy, she also uses her to activate the rings. on the other side of the galaxy, when her friend jacob and the rest of the

spartans return to earth, they find halo in a stasis pod and used her to restore the planet. there are other uses for the index in halo 3. to launch the forerunner in halo 3, the index is
required to help complete the ritual. once the ark of truth is activated, the index is used to pass the activation code. when the unsc human spectre's access code is intercepted in

halo 3, he attempts to use it to hack into the forerunner's network. the index is also used to activate installation 04. there are numerous other uses for the index in halo 3. the index
can be used to store information, like the memory of deceased individuals, and save the data for future use. there are several instances where the index is used to save files. for

example, the master chief can save the life of one of his subordinates by repairing the damage to her life-support system. in the same way, the master chief can save the covenant
by taking one of the indexes from his dead followers. the index can also be used to restore a damaged installation by downloading all the data that is needed, thus saving it. if the

index is destroyed, its data is lost.
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